
 

 

 

 

 

Glowing girls! Stylish sat down with Dr. Rafaeloff and Brian Nourian, the 

experts behind Hollywood’s latest obsession, Le Jolie Medi Spa this week at 

their West Hollywood location to get all the deets on the skincare secrets all 

the stars are swearing by lately. Besides the fact that the spa is decorated to 

be highly Instagrammable, everyone from Delilah Belle Hamlin to Yolanda 

Hadid to Brandi Glanville to Stephanie Shepherd to Alana 

Hadid to Jordyn Woods and more have taken a trip over to the medical spa 

to get that extra pick me up before a red carpet event, television appearances, 

or merely just to look their best in a selfie. It’s all thanks to their variety of 

treatments including their customized facials facial and lip injections. If their 

celeb fans’ radiant glows weren’t enough to draw you in, Rafaeloff and 

Nourian were open books and dished on everything including what makes 

their spa is so original and exclusive, the services everyone is dying to get, 

why Kylie Jenner’s name comes up a lot in their office, and the $600 

treatment Yolanda Hadid loves. Then they also spilled about the latest 
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skincare trends and the spa treatments they think will be all the rage next. 

Scroll through to see what they said and how you can get in on the action! 

 

It's All About the Gram 

"We created Le Jolie Medi Spa as a one-stop-shop for people to come in for a 
full experience," co-owner Nourian dishes. He tells Stylish, "We didn't want 
people to come in and feel as though they were entering a medical 
environment but rather a loungey space where they have a calm and relaxed 
feel." He adds, "We wanted to make the space Instagrammable, too!" To 
make it stand out, Nourian says, "When you walk in, you can't really tell what's 
going on, but once you enter the backroom, that's where the magic happens," 
he explains. 

 

 

The Most Popular Service They Offer 



Yolanda Hadid and Brandi Glanville have been flocking to the spa and one of 
their most popular service includes a FORMA non-surgical facelift (with one 
treatment for $600.) "Everyone wants that sculpting, lift, higher cheekbones 
and their jawline to pop," Nourian explains. "With the FORMA, we can sculpt 
the face and create a contour and tightening affect to achieve that model look 
without surgery," he says. An added plus? The FORMA can provide anti-aging 
improvements, get rid of fine lines and wrinkles and make room for bright skin. 
 

 

The Celebrity Looks Their Clients Strive For 

While most of their clients come in wanting the infamous "Le Jolie glow," Kylie 
Jenner's lips are also still a common request. "Five years ago when we 
started, people were asking for Kylie's lips and the trend hasn't died down," 
Rafaeloff reveals. "Sometimes we'll ask people if they want to show us a 
specific picture of lips, but at this point Dr. Rafaeloff has mastered the 
technique with her artistic and scientific background, so our clients can walk 
away with their own personalized look," Nourian adds. 

 



"Right now people are loving the non-surgical nose job to get rid of bumps, get 

their nose smaller, tighter or lifted up a bit," Nourian says. "Under eye bag 

removal is also popular along with clients wanting bigger eyes or a tighter eye 

area," Rafaeloff tells Stylish. "People are concentrating more on their faces 

rather than bodies because they're aiming for smooth, tight skin and a glowy, 

dewy look," Nourian reveals.  

Real Full Article: https://www.usmagazine.com/stylish/pictures/le-jolie-medi-spa-founders-reveal-the-

best-celeb-skin-treatments/tk-5-481/  
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